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In this paper novel CNN based multiuser detection algorithms are proposed
which can provide high performance mobile communication. Multiuser de-
tection in CDMA system come down to quadratic optimization. CNNs are
capable of fast quadratic optimization when the quadratic form arising from
the detection problem is generated by a sparse matrix. Since multiuser
communication under heavy loaded scenarios does not result in a sparse
matrix, novel methods, such as (i) coding, (ii) truncation and (iii) equal-
ization is developed to make real-time CNN detection possible. In this way,
near-optimal communication can be obtained which supports high speed data
services over mobile networks.
INTRODUCTION
One of the major challenges of wireless communication is the combined eﬀect
of InterSymbol Interference (ISI) and Multiple Access Interference (MAI) which
can cause severe degradation of performance. Thus reliable communication can
only be maintained by using more sophisticated detectors than matched ﬁlters
followed by a threshold decision. Till the recent past, sophisticated detection al-
gorithms which require multidimensional quadratic optimization [1, 2, 3] proved
to be prohibitive due to their exponential complexity. In the advent of analogic
computing by CNNs, multidimensional quadratic optimization required by opti-
mal detection became tractable at the speed of micro-sec, which can guarantee
real time operation. Therefore, the objective of the paper is to introduce CNN
as an essential tool combat the eﬀect of MAI. However, CNN is only capable
of solving quadratic optimization problem by sparse matrices subject to certaintemplate structures which guarantee local connections in the circuit implementa-
tion [4, 5]. In order to ensure the required template structure which allows CNN
based detection the following approaches are pursued: (i) new codes are devel-
oped for sparse matrix ; (ii) the correlation matrix is truncated; (iii) an equalizer
is deployed. All of these methods yield the required sparse structure and, as a
result, novel detection algorithms can be implemented to achieve a given level of
performance.
THE MODEL
We investigate a synchronous multi-path propagation model and the follow-
ing notations are adopted: (i) the number of users is N; (ii) the transmitted
information vector is denoted by y ∈ {−1,1}N, (where yi ∈ {−1,1} represents
the bit of information transmitted to user i); (iii) MultiUser Interference (MUI)
stems from the matrix
Rij :=
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where c(i) is the codevector of length M assigned to user i, si(t) is the correspond-
ing signature signal, and T denotes the symbol time; (iv) the noise is assumed
to be a White Gaussian process with energy N0; (v) the received sequence at the
output of the matched ﬁlter bank is given as x = Ry + µ and the covariance
matrix of µ is N0R.
Based on the work of Verdu [2], it has been well known that optimal multiuser
detection amounts to the global minimization of the following quadratic form:
yopt := argminy∈{−1,1}Ny
TRy − 2x
Ty. (2)
Unfortunately, quadratic optimization over a discrete set in general does not lend
itself to polynomial complexity. Therefore, in the case of a large user population
(when the number of users is considerably larger than the length of the codewords,
resulting in a non-diagonal R) optimal detection seems to be unattainable which
is a serious bottleneck in mobile QoS communication.
OPTIMAL DETECTION BY CNN
Cellular Neural Networks (CNNs) built up by parallel processing units are in-
troduced as real-time analogic computers optimizing a quadratic Lyapunov func-
tion [4, 5]. Therefore, CNNs are capable of solving quadratic optimization prob-
lems.The dynamics of a Q × Q CNN can be expressed by the following set of
nonlinear diﬀerential equations [5]:
˙ x(i,j)(t) = −x(i,j)(t)+
Tr X
k=−Tr
Tr X
l=−Tr
akl · y(i+k,j+l)(t)+
Tr X
k=−Tr
Tr X
l=−Tr
bkl · u(i+k,j+l)(t)+I,
(3)
where y(i,j) = f(x(i,j)(t)) is the state variable, u(i,j)(t) is the input, x(i,j)(t) is the
inner state variable of cell (i,j). The bias I is constant and Tr refers to the con-
nectivity pattern, the usual choice of the threshold function is f(z) = tanh(z).
In this model each neuron is connected to its neighbour, therefore, each cells can
be described by a template matrix T = [akl]k=−Tr,...,−1,0,1,...,Tr,l=−Tr,...,−1,0,1,...,Tr .
The Lyapunov function associated to the state transition rule (3) is given by a
quadratic function yTWy −2bTy, where y is a vector obtained by transforming
the two dimensional state variables y(i,j) into a one-dimensional array by setting
y(i−1)Q+j := y(i,j). One must note that the corresponding W matrix is sparse due
to the local connections of the CNN. In the forthcoming discussion we assume
that u(t) = 0 and I = 0.
By assigning W := R and b := x one can theoretically perform optimal detection
according to the set-up indicated by Figure 6.
Figure 1: CNN based detection architecture
The only problem arises from the spare property of W which may not be ful-
ﬁlled in the case of general R matrices under severe MAI. In order to circumvent
this problem novel methods are should be used to enforce the template structure.
The relationship between the template structure A (which expresses the connec-
tion pattern of the CNN) and matrix R can be established as follows:
• It can be easily proven that having a traditional A template (which connects
a processing element to its neighbours in the original 2D array) will yield amatrix
Wnm =

        
        
A(i,j),(i,j) if n = (i − 1)Q + j,m = (i − 1)Q + j
A(i,j),(i−1,j) if n = (i − 1)Q + j,m = (i − 2)Q + j
A(i,j),(i+1,j) if n = (i − 1)Q + j,m = iQ + j
A(i,j),(i,j−1) if n = (i − 1)Q + j,m = (i − 1)Q + j − 1
A(i,j),(i,j+1) if n = (i − 1)Q + j,m = (i − 1)Q + j + 1
(4)
referred to as ”Template Oriented Matrix 1 (TOM 1)”.
• If each processing element in the CNN is allowed to be connected to all
other processing elements being in the same row and same column on the
2D CNN array then W is still a sparse matrix termed as TOM 2 where
more elements can be nonzero.
Consequently, the quadratic optimization related to the multiuser detection
problem can only be tackled by CNNs if matrix R can be written in the form of
a TOM (either TOM1 or TOM2). Unfortunately, multiuser coding in the case of
heavy loaded scenarios (when the number of users is considerably larger than the
dimension of the codewords) usually does not provide a TOM. Therefore, further
considerations are needed to detect multiuser signals by CNN.
DETECTING CDMA SIGNALS BY CNNS
In this section we develop three approaches to detect CDMA signals by CNNs
based on (i) novel coding; (ii) truncation; and (iii) equalization.
Novel coding for CNN detection
One of the most straightforward way to impose the required properties on matrix
R is to develop new codes. The code-set which yield TOM 1 or TOM 2 can
be found by computer search and Figure 2 indicates the number of users as a
function of the length of codewords.Figure 2: The codelength vs the number of users by applying ”sparse” code for
TOM1 and TOM2
The performance of CNN detection by using such codes is shown by Figure
3(a) and 3(b). Here the Bit Error Rate (BER) is plotted against the Signal-to-
Noise-Ratio (SNR), and the number of users was chosen to be 10 with code-length
8 (TOM1), whereas the number of users were 16 with code-length 8 (TOM2).
Figure 3: The BER vs SNR of (a) 10 user MU channel with TOM 1 codes and
(b) 16 user MU channel with TOM 2 codes
One can observe that in each case a considerably higher performance (lower
BER) can be obtained than the one achieved by the traditional threshold detector
(which can only perform under light loaded hypothesis).CNN detection by truncation
Truncation amounts to deleting some elements of R in order to enforce TOM
structure. Of course this will alter the detection performance as the minimum of
the quadratic form ˜ yopt := argminy∈{−1,1}NyT ˜ Ry − 2xTy is found by the CNN
detector. Here ˜ R is a TOM obtained from R by setting those elements 0 which
are required for the CNN implementation. In this way ˜ yopt may not be equal with
yopt obtained from minimizing the original quadratic form (2). The performance
yielded by the truncation method is depicted by Figure 4.
Figure 4: The performance of the truncation method
One can see that truncation still performs slightly better than the original
threshold detection.
CNN detection by equalization
Another way to enforce TOM for detection is to introduce a linear transformation
on the incoming signal x by matrices A and B (the role of them is being similar
to the role of equalizer in single user communication). Here the task of A and B
is to ensure TOM under light noise scenario. More precisely u := ATx and thus
the detection formula becomes yopt := argminy∈{−1,1}NyTATRBy−2uTy, where
ATRB is supposed to be a TOM. Therefore, the obtained quadratic form can be
minimized by a corresponding CNN if A and B can make ATRB sparse. Such
a matrices can be easily evaluated by solving a set of linear equations. (Remark:
the pair of matrices A and B were needed to obtain solutions for any possible Rwhich may not be guaranteed if only using a single matrix A). The corresponding
detection architecture is shown by the next ﬁgure.
Figure 5: The Architecture of detection
The obtained BER in comparison with the threshold detection with user pop-
ulation 16 is depicted by Figure 6.
Figure 6: The performance of the equalization method
It can be seen that this method also yields superior performance over the
threshold detection. One must note, however, that this approach only works
under the light noise assumption. If the eﬀect of thermal noise becomes signiﬁcant
then due to the transformation of the covariance, matrices A and B cannot
achieve the required TOM structure.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper multiuser detection was carried out by CNN architecture guar-
anteeing real-time, near-optimal solutions even under heavy-loaded scenarios.
Three approaches were presented to map the underlying interference matrix Rinto a sparse matrix needed by the CNN template structure. In all the cases, the
obtained detector outperformed the traditional threshold detector. In this way,
QoS communication in 3G mobile systems can be supported even with a large
user population.
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